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Similar to potassium bromide (KBr), which is used in mid-IR as a matrix for pellet
preparation, polyethylene (PE) is widely applied in far-IR because it is an inert material
without intensive absorption lines in this range. However, despite the material itself being
transparent, the transmission of pellet made of PE powder strongly depends on the
wavelength tending to decrease almost to zero in a short-wave part of the far-IR range.
Heating of the pellet to PE melting temperature significantly improves its transparency,
but this approach can only be applied to thermally stable compounds. In this work 8 types
of PE powders of different mean particle size (MPS) ranging from 43 to 3 mm have been
synthesized. Far-IR spectra of PE pellets made of these powders at room temperature have
been measured and the inverse correlation between overall far-IR pellet transparency and
MPS of its PE powder has been found. The imaginary part of the effective refractive index
of the studied pellets obeys light-scattering scale invariance rule, indicating that the
transmission of PE pellets is limited by light scattering by PE grains. It has been shown
that PE powders with MPS of  4 mm or less are suitable as a matrix for pellet preparation
in far-IR spectroscopy without the necessity of pellet melting.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Although the majority of infrared studies is performed
in the mid-IR range (4000–400 cm  1) where so-called
fingerprint region for organic compounds is located, in the
case of inorganic compounds a number of informative
vibrational bands are shifted to the far-IR region (roughly
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defined as below 400 cm  1). Far-IR spectroscopy has
proven itself to be a valuable technique, e.g. to study the
spin crossover compounds [1], phonons and plasmons in
semiconductor superlattices [2], intermolecular interactions between cations and anions in ionic liquids [3] and
even for analyzing inorganic pigments and corrosion
products found on art objects [4,5].
If the studied compound is a solid, perhaps the most
common preparation technique consists in mixing it with
a matrix and pressing into a pellet. Polyethylene (PE)
powder is remarkably convenient as a matrix for preparing
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Fig. 1. Far-IR spectra of Cu(hfac)2LPr compound measured using PE powders of different particle size for pellets formation: (a,b) far-IR spectra of pure PE
pellets (dashed line) and pellets with a sample (solid line); (c,d) corresponding baseline corrected far-IR spectra of Cu(hfac)2LPr compound.

the PE pellets for the far-IR range because PE is an inert
material and it has no intensive absorption bands in the
range 650 cm  1 to at least 33 cm  1 [6]. However,
although the bulk PE is transparent in the far-IR range,
the pellets made of PE powder disperse the far-IR radiation
due to residual inhomogeneity of the compressed material.
The dispersion of light strongly depends on the wavelength, tending to increase when wavelength becomes
shorter. At higher wavenumbers of far-IR range the dispersion on the PE pellet can reduce the level of transmitted light almost to zero, limiting the range of spectrum
that can be recorded with appropriate signal-to-noise
ratio. This effect is clearly shown in Fig. 1, where the farIR spectra of a “breathing crystal” Cu(hfac)2LPr compound
[7] are presented measured at room temperature using
different PE powders for pellet formation (PE powders No
2 and 6 from Table 1). Samples were prepared as described
elsewhere [8]. If the PE pellet itself is transparent enough
in the far-IR range (Fig. 1(a), dashed line), the baselinecorrected spectra of the studied compound have high
signal-to-noise ratio up to the mid-IR range (Fig. 1(c)). If
not, only some part of the spectra will have satisfactory
quality (Fig. 1(b) and (d)).
Insufficient transparency of the pellets made of PE
powder is a well-known problem in the field of far-IR
spectroscopy, and several methods have been suggested to
solve it, at least to some extent. Heating of the pellet die
during pellet formation up to the melting point of the PE
(  130–180 C) allows one to homogenize the pellet [4,6],
approaching the transmission properties of the PE
matrix to bulk PE material. But this approach can be
applied only for thermally stable samples. In principle,

Table 1
Transmittance limit of PE pellets in the far-IR range and mean particle
size of the corresponding PE powders determined from electron microscope images (MPS-EM); peak position of the imaginary part of the
effective refractive index of PE pellets and mean particle size determined
by scale-invariance method (MPS-SI).
Sample
number

Transmittance
limit
33% (cm  1)

MPS-EM Peak position
(μm)
for κ~ ðwÞ
(cm  1)

MPS-SI
(μm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

118
160
219
297
350
420
457
560

437 4
255 75
347 5
345 75
147 2
450 710
3.57 0.3
650 750
4.27 0.6
750 750
3.17 0.3
850 710
3.37 0.3 1080 730
2.47 0.3 1450 750

43a
32
24
17
15
13
10
8

a

This value, by definition, equals to that in the third column.

the required temperature can be reduced down to 50 1C
either by adding a wax in the PE powder [9] or by using
highly linear polyethylene, which allows one to produce
translucent PE pellets at room temperature without the
application of heat [10]. However, these last two techniques have not been widely employed.
Commercially available PE powders that are declared
suitable for far-IR spectroscopy are not well documented
in this regard – at most the material description consists in
mean particle size without correlation of the latter to the
resulting PE pellet transparency. To the best of our knowledge, such correlation is missing in the literature, although
it represents practical interest for sample preparation
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technique in far-IR spectroscopy. This information
becomes crucial if the studied compounds are thermally
unstable and applying heat to the PE pellet is not possible.
To investigate the dependence of PE pellet transparency on the properties of PE powder, we synthesized a
series of ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) powders of significantly different mean particle size (hereinafter referred to as MPS). Transmission
spectra of the corresponding PE pellets were measured
in the far-IR range and correlated with their MPS estimated on the basis of electron microscope image (hereinafter referred to as MPS-EM). Monotonic decrease of the
transmittance level with the wavelength shortening was
found to be the common feature for all measured PE
samples, while their overall transparency in the far-IR
range was substantially different. The analysis of the
measured transmittance curves on the basis of scale
invariance approach showed that the observed decrease
of the transmittance level at higher wavenumbers is
indeed caused by light dispersion on the PE powder
particles, and the dispersion degree strongly depends on
the particles size. Criterion for the PE powders to be
suitable as pellet formation material for far-IR spectroscopy was suggested.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Synthesis of PE powders of different MPS
PE powders of different MPS have been synthesized by
the ethylene slurry polymerization in heptane over highly
active supported catalysts with controlled particle size
[11,12]. It is known that particle size of the polymer
produced depends on the particle size of the catalyst and
the yield of polymer (details are given in Appendix A)
[13,14,15,16]. Employing these dependences, we have
prepared eight samples of PE powders of different MPS
using catalysts of MPS from4.5 to0.3 μm and variation
of polymer yield from 12 to 0.7 kg per g of catalyst.
2.1.1. Imaging of PE powders and procedure
of MPS-EM determination
The electron microscope TM-1000 (Hitachi High-Technologies, Japan) operating in low-vacuum regime was used
to obtain images of synthesized PE powders. Each sample
(PE powder) was attached to conductive adhesive tape and
images with 600 and 3000 times magnification were
recorded. The MPS-EM was determined as follows: on
the electron microscope images of 600 or 3000 times
magnification (depending on PE particle size) 20 neighboring PE grains were fitted by ellipses; their sizes were
calculated as the average of main axes of corresponding
ellipses; resulting MPS-EM of the PE sample is the average
size value of these 20 grains and the error of MPS-EM was
determined as standard deviation of measured values. In
most cases the grains were agglomerated into a larger PE
particle, but the sizes of individual grains were taken into
account. Alternatively, we tried to measure the MPS of the
studied PE powders by a МasterSizer 2000 (Malvern
Instruments, UK), based on the light diffraction method,
after placing the PE powder in suspension in heptane.

3

However, due to the strong agglomeration of powders the
obtained values characterized mainly the sizes of much
larger agglomerates rather than the individual grains (data
not shown).
2.2. PE pellet preparation and IR spectra measurement
Transmission spectra in the far-IR range were measured
at room temperature by FT-IR spectrometer Vertex 80V
(Bruker Optics, Germany) equipped with a PE/DLaTGS
D201 detector. Spectra were measured in the range of
50–680 cm  1 with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm  1. PE
pellets were formed in an evacuable pellet die of 13 mm in
diameter at room temperature and under the load of 7 t
applied for 1 min. When the PE powder was placed into
the die, the latter was pumped out by membrane pump to
the pressure of 7–10 mbar during the whole compression
procedure. The amount of PE powder for each pellet was
50 mg ( 70.9 mg) and the resulting pellet thickness was
approximately 0.5 mm.
In order to compare the transparencies of PE pellets
and bulk material, we recorded the far-IR spectrum of
homogeneous PE window of 1 mm thickness and recalculated the result to that of 0.5 mm thickness using the
Lambert–Beer law.
For the theoretical treatment of the pellet transmission
data (see below) the spectra of PE pellets in the mid-IR
range (370–2000 cm  1) were measured using the same
spectrometer equipped with a KBr/DLaTGS D301 detector
with a spectral resolution of 2 cm  1.
2.3. MPS determination by light-scattering scale
invariance approach
Optical density (OD, based on natural logarithm) of
inhomogeneous samples (PE pellets in our case) is determined by both scattering and absorption of light waves by
individual particles and their packing morphology, as well
as by the optical geometry of the measuring instrument.
Omitting the dependence on the latter (does not vary with
samples), we can write OD¼OD(w,d,h,X), where w is the
wavenumber, d – MPS, h – pellet thickness. The wavenumber determines the complex refractive index m¼n þiκ
of PE, where i is imaginary unit, and n, κ are real and
imaginary parts of m. By X we denote all other factors of
pellet morphology, including molecular structure of PE,
volume fraction of PE in the pellet, shape of individual PE
particles, packing structure and details of particle size
distribution (not accounted for by MPS). However, we
assume that X does not change significantly among the
studied pellets. This assumption is reasonable considering
synthesis conditions, pellet weight and dimensions
(Section 2.2), and microscopic images (Fig. 3). However,
it is still only an assumption, and the best justification we
have is experimental verification of our theoretical prediction (e.g., Fig. 4). Moreover, we discuss the limitations of
this assumption in Section 3.3.
Next, we recall the light-scattering scale invariance rule
[17], which states that the result of interaction of electromagnetic wave with particle system remains the same if
both the wavelength and the sizes of all particles in the
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system are scaled by the same factor, keeping all refractive
indices constant. The latter is important limitation, since m
of PE does depend on w. However, its real part (n) is
almost independent of w for wA[50,800] cm  1 [18,19,20].
Absorption (imaginary part of m) does depend on w, but
we assume that the absorption can be completely
neglected far from absorption bands. In the latter case
OD is mainly determined by light scattering, i.e. we can
consider m real and independent of w. Moreover, all
considered particular samples do not transmit light
directly, but only through multiple scattering. Except for
the lowest OD, this diffuse transmittance is determined by
a few first layers of the particles. Therefore, OD does not
depend on h when L⪢h⪢d, where L is the mean absorption
path that is large outside of absorption bands. Finally, for
any number γ (scaling factor) we obtain
ODðw; d; h; XÞ  ODðw=γ; γd; γh; XÞ  ODðw=γ; γd; h; XÞ;

ð1Þ

where the first equation is the scale-invariance rule and
the second equation is due to independence of OD from h.
Therefore, Eq. (1) is expected to be valid under the above
assumptions and describe the general shape of dependence of OD on w. Apart from absorption bands, the latter
dependence is an increasing function from transparent
(low OD, Rayleigh scattering) long-wavelength limit
(wd⪡1) to diffuse isotropic short-wavelength limit (constant OD, wd⪢1).
To make this dependence more pronounced, we define
the following quantity:
κ~ ðwÞ ¼

ODðwÞ
;
4πwh

ð2Þ

which is, in fact, an imaginary part of the effective
refractive index of the pellet, i.e. the value which will
explain the observed OD if the pellet is assumed homogeneous. We stress that κ~ is purely effective quantity; in
particular, κ~ depends on h (all other parameters being
fixed). However, κ~ ðwÞ has a well-defined maximum for
wd¼A, where A does not depend on d due to scale
invariance, given by Eq. (1). Thus, d can be easily determined from peak position in dependence of κ~ on w, once A
is known. We calibrate this approach (determine the value
of A) using the sample with the largest d, for which
microscopic determination of d is the least ambiguous.
Unfortunately, theoretical determination of A does not
seem feasible. Using this calibration a d parameter for all
other samples can be calculated (hereinafter referred to as
MPS-SI). MPS-SI can be considered as mean particle
diameter, which is “sensed” by probing radiation, and it
is important to compare this valuable parameter with the
MPS determined from the electron microscope images
(MPS-EM).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental data treatment and obtained correlations
The transmission spectra of pellets made of synthesized
PE powders are presented in Fig. 2. In addition, the spectrum of bulk PE material of 0.5 mm thickness (the same
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Fig. 2. Far-IR spectra of PE powders of different particle sizes pressed into
pellets. Dotted line shows 33% transmittance level. Dashed spectrum
represents transmittance of bulk PE material of 0.5 mm thickness.

thickness as measured PE pellets) is shown, hinting at the
upper limit for the transparency of PE pellets.
Spectrum of each PE sample has two main characteristics: (i) monotonic decrease in pellet transparency with
increasing wavenumber caused by increasing light scattering and (ii) transparency modulation in the low wavenumber area caused by light interference on the pellet
boundaries.
In order to understand the modulation in low wavenumber area (wd⪡1) the pellet can be considered homogeneous with a certain complex refractive index
(computed, e.g., by an effective-medium theory [21]).
However, direct fitting of interference spectra does not
seem feasible due to existing surface roughness, which is
even more pronounced for the bulk PE sample (Fig. 2),
where such interference can be hardly observed. Nevertheless, the period of oscillations corresponds well to the
pellet thickness.
The overall transparency of the measured PE samples in
the far-IR range is substantially different: while sample 1 is
already non-transparent at wavenumbers higher than
200 cm  1, sample 8 has more than 50% transparency in
the whole far-IR range and this value decreases to the 30%
level only at  600 cm  1. In order to compare the transparency of the measured PE powders, we define for each
sample the wavenumber that corresponds to 33% of the
transmission (dotted line in Fig. 2). The numbers obtained
are listed in Table 1 and lie in the wide range from 118 to
560 cm  1.
Fig. 3 shows the PE powder grains and their aggregates
for three representative samples characterized by the
lowest (1), moderate (3) and highest (8) transmittance
limit.
Electron microscope images of all PE powders studied
in this work are given in Supplementary data. When
estimating particle size we take into account the dimensions of PE grains, but not their aggregates, because the
aggregates can be compressed well during pellet formation to uniformly pressed grains and the grains themselves
and the voids between them are expected to be relevant to
the light scattering processes. However, in some cases
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(e.g. sample 1) the distinction between grains and aggregates becomes ambiguous. The MPS-EM of the studied
samples is listed in Table 1. One can see the inverse
correlation of PE particle size with the PE transparency
in the far-IR range, which is expected if light scattering by
PE grains is considered as the main process limiting the
resulting transmittance. Back to Fig. 2 and Table 1, taking
into account this data one can choose an appropriate PE
for pellet preparation, which allows measuring far-IR
spectra with the required signal-to-noise ratio without
necessity of pellet melting.
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As was shown in Section 2.4, the imaginary part of the
effective refractive index of the PE pellet κ~ ðwÞ should have
well-defined maximum, whose position in the spectra
depends on the MPS of the corresponding PE powder. In
order to obtain the imaginary part of the effective refractive index of the studied PE pellets (Fig. 4), their far-IR and
mid-IR spectra joined together have been transformed
according to Eq. (2).
The observed dependences support the scaleinvariance rule, proposed in Section 2.4. In particular,
apart from PE absorption bands the curve shapes are
geometrically similar for all pellets. Therefore, light scattering by the PE grains is indeed the main reason limiting
the overall transmittance of PE pellets in the far-IR range.
Peak positions of the general trend were determined by
manual inspection (results are given in Table 1); the
uncertainty is relatively large when those peaks overlap
with absorption lines. Using results for pellet 1 we obtain
A¼1.1, which is further used to estimate MPS-SI in all
pellets (see Table 1). We show calculation uncertainties
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Fig. 4. Imaginary part of the effective refractive index κ~ ðwÞ calculated
from combined far- and mid-IR spectra of PE pellets.

neither for A nor for obtained MPS-SI, because much
greater uncertainties are inherent in both the “effective”
definition of this MPS-SI and the scale-invariance
approach itself.
There is a qualitative agreement between the MPS-EM
and MPS-SI data; in particular, they show the same trend.
However, the quantitative differences are up to four times
for fine powders. We attribute this difference to the
different sizes sensed by the two methods. Our processing
algorithm of electron microscope images determines the
MPS of compact grains, while the MPS-SI may correspond
to larger aggregates if they are densely packed. Another
ambiguity comes from the arbitrary choice of the reference
sample for determination of constant A. We chose sample
1, since its individual grains are visually separated from
each other to the largest extent (Fig. 3); however, the
morphology of samples 1 and 2 is a bit different from
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others samples (see images in Supplementary data). Overall, we conclude that the (dense) aggregation of grains has
a more pronounced effect on the spectra of finer powders.
In principle, it is possible to associate the MPS-EM with
aggregates instead of individual grains. In particular, this
will lead to values of 90 and 8 μm for samples 1 and 8,
respectively (Fig. 3), which in turn will improve the agreement with the MPS-SI (rescaled appropriately). However,
we leave this analysis for a further study, because (1) the
identification of aggregates is even more ambiguous than
that of single grains; (2) images do not exactly correspond
to the morphology (packing) of the pellet, which could be
fixed by preparing thin sections of the pellet.
3.3. Criterion for PE powder to be suitable
for far-IR spectroscopy
Polyethylene is a widely used plastic which is mainly
classified by molecular chain length, material density and
branching. Taking into account that the light wavelength
in far-IR range is a few orders longer than the single PE
molecule (even in the case of UHMWPE), the abovementioned parameters seem to be irrelevant for selection
of PE powder regarding its pellet transparency in far-IR
range. As was shown above, the overall transparency of the
PE pellet in far-IR range is inversely proportional to MPS of
its PE powder, where MPS corresponds to the size of
compact PE grains. In this sense the properties of the used
catalyst and synthesis conditions play crucial roles in the
far-IR transparency of PE, while, for example, the resulting
molecular chain length is a secondary consequence of
those conditions.
Finding optimum PE powder for particular experiment
requires a trade-off between sufficient transparency in farIR range (Table 1) and the availability/price of the corresponding PE. On the one hand, Table 1 shows that the finer
the PE powder, the better it is for far-IR spectroscopy. On
the other hand, the synthetic procedure used in this work
becomes significantly more complicated for smaller MPS
of PE powder produced, because (see Eq. (A1)): (1) synthesis of fine PE powder requires fine catalyst powder, and
(2) the resulting PE yields are quite low. Indeed, while PE
sample 1 was produced using catalyst of MPS  4.5 mm
with the yield of 12 kg per g of catalyst (typical for PE
production), the PE sample 8 was produced using catalyst
of MPS 0.3 mm only (15 times smaller) with the yield of
0.7 kg per g of catalyst (almost 20 times less). Further
decrease of these parameters seems to be either hardly
feasible (MPS of catalyst) or unpractical (due to small
dependence between PE yield and its MPS). Thereby,
estimating the upper limit for MPS of PE powders from
Table 1, one concludes that the PE pellet of typical
thickness of  0.5 mm is expected to be transparent
enough in the far-IR range if the MPS of PE grains is
 4 mm or less. Of course, this is approximate estimation,
since the overall PE pellet performance depends not only
on the MPS of individual grains but also on the density and
size of their aggregates. Taking this into account, the above
mentioned upper limit of MPS of PE powders which are
expected to be transparent enough in the far-IR can be
extended to the range roughly defined as 2–10 mm. It

should be mentioned that the quantitative estimation of
the far-IR spectra (or MPS-SI) from the electron microscope images does not seem feasible without tedious
radiative transfer simulations based on realistic sample
morphology.
4. Conclusions
Applying different catalysts and changing the time of
polymerization reaction a set of PE powders of different PE
particle size was synthesized. The transmission spectra of
PE pellets made of these powders at room temperature
were measured in far-IR range. It was shown that the
overall transparency of the PE pellet in far-IR region is
inversely proportional to the MPS of PE grains. The
imaginary part of the effective refractive index of the
studied PE pellets obeys light-scattering scale invariance
rule, indicating that the transmission of PE pellets is
limited by light scattering by PE grains. PE powders with
MPS of  4 mm or less are found to be suitable as a matrix
for pellet formation in far-IR spectroscopy without the
necessity of pellet melting.
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Appendix A. relation between MPS of catalyst
and PE particles
Assuming that the PE particle is formed around the
particle of catalyst, the MPS of PE and catalyst are bound
by the following equation [15,22]:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ρ
D50 ðPEÞ ¼ D50 ðctÞ U 3 G ct þ 1;
ðA:1Þ
ρPE
where D50 ðPEÞ is the MPS of PE particles, D50 ðctÞ is the MPS
of catalyst particles, Gis a polymer yield (g PE per g
catalyst) and ρPE and ρct are the densities of PE and
catalyst, respectively.
Appendix B. Supporting information
Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
jqsrt.2014.05.011.
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